2018 - 19 SLT Meeting Minutes
Meeting dates: Sept. 13, Oct. 4, Nov. 1, Dec. 6, Jan. 3, Feb. 7, Mar. 7, Apr. 4, May 9, June 5
ALL MEETINGS WILL BE IN ROOM 313
——————————————————————
5 June 2019
School Leadership Team meeting
Attending: Peter (chair), Shannon (secretary), Noemi, Mara, Dyanthe, Chelsea, Lindsey, Matt,
Emily, Elinor, Jenny (Future SLT), Freddy (Future SLT)
Agenda:
Discuss Guidelines for Future SLT Secretaries
Review New Literacy Document for Families from Dyanthe
Work on the CEP (Comprehensive Education Plan)

Discuss Guidelines for Future SLT Secretaries
❏ Salient points were highlighted from the drawn up document to be passed onto future
SLT Secretaries. The guidelines include a schedule of tasks, the format for typical
minutes and protocol for the approval of the minutes.
Review New Literacy Document for Families from Dyanthe
❏ A final draft was circulated before the meeting to all members. In the meeting, a
debate was continued over whether to add more details regarding programming,
techniques and supports at TNS. It was stated that the approach at TNS is ever
evolving and this document spoke to pedagogy, assessment, literacy development and
how to support at home.
❏ A proposal to circulate the current document with minor edits to grammar, style and
footnotes was made. It was agreed to, by consensus, to distribute it to the parent
body by the end of the current school year with a letter attached from the SLT
explaining the intention and that it is a living document. The only concern stated was
that parents may feel informed too late on one of the last days of the year. The group
hopes that the information in the document will support families through the summer
with continued literacy. It was also mentioned that the document would be sent out

again next September around Curriculum Night to prepare families for the start of the
school year and teachers can speak more directly to it during their evening with
parents.
❏ Mara will send a note to all teachers alerting them to the decision made by SLT and a
link to the document that will be handed out.
Work on the CEP (Comprehensive Education Plan)
❏ Activities were entered as a group into the CEP via IPortal. Many new and established
initiatives filled in the provided categories.
❏ SLT members will continue to send suggestions of activities to Dyanthe, who will find
a place for them in the CEP.
Future Agendas:
Looking at Dyslexia
Literacy Document Revisions for September
——————————————————————
9 May 2019
School Leadership Team meeting
Attending: Akeela, Peter, Shannon (secretary), Noemi, Mara, Dyanthe, Chelsea, Lindsey
(chair), Matt
Agenda:
Spring Curriculum Night
Review New Literacy Document for Families from Dyanthe
Communication throughout the school
Work on the CEP (Comprehensive Education Plan)

Spring Curriculum Night

There are two Curriculum Nights each year: Fall and Spring. They are responsive to what is
happening in the community. This year the Spring Curriculum Night will follow up on Dyanthe’s
Morning Hour on Project Time. All School Open Worktime will also be a part of it. Some
teachers will focus on Blocks, some on Math, some on individual classroom Project Time.
Writing Planning and Journaling happen in all classrooms. Parents may engage in their own
Project Time. Art Show will run parallel. Each art teacher will be present on a different night.
This Spring Curriculum Night will be held over two dates: 5/29 & 30.

Review New Literacy Document for Families from Dyanthe
The revised Literacy document to be handed out to families was discussed. It was decided that,
instead of naming the programs that TNS uses, it would be best to describe the types of
programs utilized. There was a debate over whether more specifics lessened parent anxieties or
gave parents false expectations of what each classroom teacher will draw from. It was
suggested that the language be very explicit about what to expect while still continuing to be
less technical. Procedurally, teachers will make sure to lay out the programs that they
personally adheer to at the first Curriculum Night of the year. It was also requested that a
different packet be linked in the literacy document. The SLT will collectively draft a paragraph
for the Literacy letter to explicitly explain that all programs are not used by every teacher.

Communication throughout the school
Trust between parents and teachers has come up many times this year. As has the idea of
transparency in communications. It was highlighted that the PTA, by name, is a collaboration
between parents and teachers. A suggestion was made that a meeting time be put into place by
the PTA for parents to bring concerns forward that they feel have not been met by going
directly to staff. The PTA will be another step in the process to facilitate healthy resolutions.
Any issues in regards to the CEP should be brought to the SLT.

Work on the CEP (Comprehensive Education Plan)
The format of the CEP has been changed. The changes were looked at and mandatory sections
were highlighted. There is an Iplan portal that should be helpful in writing this and next year’s
draft. The Core Values of the new CEP are “Accelerate Learning and Instruction, Partner with
Communities and Develop People”. We will break up into groups within the SLT to cover the

content areas. Until next meeting, each SLT member will add potential material into the new
CEP format for us all to work with and Dyanthe to continue to shape throughout the summer.

Agenda for June:

Literacy Paragraph addition
CEP

——————————————————————
4 April 2019
School Leadership Team meeting
Attending: Akeela, Peter (chair), Shannon (secretary), Noemi, Mara, Dyanthe, Elinor, Matt,
Emily, Chelsea, Lindsey, Jenny (PTA)
● Penalization of Schools due to Opt-Out
● Update about Library
● Update about Literacy Docs
● CEP work (including differentiation survey?)
Penalization of Schools due to Opt-Out:
●

Regents has adopted a new rule for rating schools. This new rule is a change in the State not the DOE.
Now each opt-out would count as 1 on the state test. Potentially puts us on a TSI [Targeted Support and
Improvement] List (1 year of low scores) or CSI [Preliminary Identification] (more than 1 year).

●

Superintendent will do a walk thru of our school. Not sure of the focus of this walk through.

●

Performance-based assessment for 5th graders is being piloted. This could help the State with accurate
data, if they accept it. This initiative includes all PROSE schools. The Consortium of High Schools is our
model to be assessed in our own way. This is a precedent.

●

Let’s have a SLT member join the walk-thru. This could be powerful.

Update about Library:

●

A Library Committee was formed by TNS parents. First meeting was large and included many STAR
families.

●

Jenny (TNS PTA President) was asked to come to the STAR’s next PTA meeting.

●

More info coming after STAR executive meeting Monday for STAR staff and STAR committee to answer
STAR parent questions.

Update about potential literacy documents for families:
●

We discussed the pros and cons of the current draft that was shared with teachers.

●

Some suggestions from staff: 1) regular forums run by teachers throughout the year and 2) teachers can
use the prompts tool within narratives/conferences.

●

Dyanthe will revise the document to reflect teachers' feedback and SLT feedback and share with staff
and the SLT for review.

CEP work (including differentiation survey):
●

11 Topics came out of the survey… 3 were more heavily weighted: Training, Materials and Peer
Support.

●

This info was helpful. CEP can cover these needs.

●

Jenny will share her document with PTA. Treasury will be onboard. Dyanthe will share it with staff.

May Agenda: **Next Meeting MAY 9th (new date)**
●
●
●
●
●

Survey Results into CEP
New Literacy Document from Dyanthe
Media for Children
Communication throughout the school
Update from Superintendent walk-thru & SING update (ONLINE FROM DYANTHE)

——————————————————————
7 March 2019
School Leadership Team meeting
Attending: Akeela, Peter, Shannon (secretary), Noemi, Mara, Dyanthe, Elinor, Matt, Emily,
Chelsea, Lindsey (chair), Jenny (PTA)
Agenda:
● Community Day
○ Literacy Documents for families
● Teacher Differentiation Survey results and noticings

○

Library Update

Community Day Update:
●
●
●
●
●
●

Staff unanimously agreed to wait for next fall for Community Day
Plan it now with SLT
Diversity Committee is working to partner with Akerman
Teaching for Tolerance and Erica Hart (from Maple Street) are in the mix
Broadening topics, ie: gender, identity
This partnership would move into next year and Community Day

Literacy Documents:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

●
●
●
●
●
●

Dyanthe would like help deciding which document would be most helpful to share with families.
The intention is to communicate.
Each are different: maybe all 3 but given in a rolling fashion (1. Overview 2. Tips 3. Levels)
Tie them into the conferences coming up?
Include in beginning of the year literature to have a sense of how school works for years to
come?
We don’t want parents to speak of levels with students. Document needs info about philosophy of
levels.
All parents interested in children’s reading. Presentation is key. Clarity for all.
Students are in room for conferences. We need to be careful how to roll it out.
These are good resources for teachers. They can share with outside services.
In the same way that the Handbook is given for parents to reference as needed.
Overview of philosophy and programs is key.
In K some kids are pre-reading so how to include them.
Transparency is a helpful lense. Changing the culture of thinking. Educate students/families about
all different learners and that these levels are not a grade or diagnosis of moral worth.
Withholding info is uncomfortable.
School’s philosophy is that they don’t use levels whole heartedly because they don't agree with
leveled systems. Maybe relabeling to be less tiered would help (ie: giraffe reading group).
Focusing on what each student is working on rather than level. Notice what they're doing well and
what to work on next and the movement in their abilities.
Let’s get it out. More discussion slows us down. Talking about it with families may highlight what’s
needed and how to frame it.
Teachers need to see it and feel comfortable first.
Putting the discussion on Business with staff. Dyanthe will write email to parents.
Curriculum night in April in time to roll it out before summer. Or will parents want to talk to
teachers after info is given? April gives 2 months before summer, if parents need to discuss with
teachers.

Teacher Differentiation Survey results and noticings:
●
●
●
●

So helpful. So Specific. We can find what we can help with.
Thank the teachers for their work! Let them know it will be in the CEP.
Not everyone answered all the questions. Everyone answered last question.
Dyanthe organized answers into sections.

●
●

●
●

●

●

●

●
●
●

Let teachers respond to each other’s answers for survey. Let them see similarities.
Teachers were asking to learn more from their colleagues. Teachers are asking for more space
and more time. Is there a way to find a system with more collaboration for teachers?
Intervisitations (teachers observing others) are put in place but logistically doesn't happen.
Parents can help. For example, finding workshops such as Orton-Gillingham or helping to
organize the book room.
Staff was requested. Advocating on district level/ aligning with other schools for support.
Campaigning to District 1. The new Literacy Coach was a DOE initiative and school had no
choice in who and how it was implemented. There is a learning curve as to how to make it work
for us.
Specifics were asked for PD: math, handmade games, more content, more tips & strategies. Our
PDs are unique: culture building but needs balance with techniques. It might be helpful to have
outside input around specific topics. Next PDs are going to focus on writing, math, reading,
looking at student work. One content each.
What's realistic for trainings? In the summer, it costs money for the teacher. If going during the
year, it doesn't cost but you miss many days of school. Fundations, for example, is a DOE
contracted vendor. Special Educators are being sent to PD. Maybe parents could help putting
together a list of PD resources. “Per Session” has been paid to teachers for summer PD, if we
know ahead of time.
Do we want to allocate funds in a different way? We have a high teacher salary for more
experienced teachers in this school. Almost penalized for having less turn around and more
experience.
Can be complicated but can PTA help? PTA can not raise more than they already do each year.
In current landscape, can PTA fund a consultant? Yes. We have already..
Special Service Coordinator could alleviate a lot of stress and add support in a lot of different
ways.
If teachers want help, they have to advocate for themselves. Let’s formulate healthy habits.

Library Update:
●
●
●
●
●
●
●
●

Star does not have funding. Principal is trying for funding.
District office does not have funding.
Cheryll will be half time here and half at another school.
We will need support from district office to know how to allocate her time under that model.
Can we share something with Star to off-set Cheryll’s salary? Thinking creatively.
Cheryll, with PTA, is planning a parent workshop on technology literacy for next month or
following.
Cheryll is doing a diversity audit of all the books.
Will Cheryll stay? She wants to stay part-time!

New business:
●

2 schools were put on a state list in error [CPE 1(Elementary) & Ice (Middle)]: penalized for
opting-out. Families would be counted as a 1 on state tests to show rates of opt-out. Our kids do
well on the science test so maybe that is why we weren't put on. There is a lot of uncertainty as to
what will happen to the opt-out movement.

●

⅔ in cafeteria instead of classroom? Need to discuss structural changes made and 50 min
recess.

Agenda for April:
●
●
●
●
●

CEP work & Signature Page
Opt-Out School Update
Library Update
Literacy Documents Update
Media For Young Children with Tina

——————————————————————
7 February 2019
School Leadership Team meeting
Attending: Akeela, Peter (chair), Shannon (secretary), Noemi, Mara, Dyanthe, Elinor, Matt,
Emily, Lindsey, Cheryl (as guest presenter), Jenny (PTA)
Agenda...
-Library plans for next year
-Differentiation Survey
-Information Literacy (technology in the classroom)
[both above with Cheryl]
-Literacy at TNS
-New Business

-Library plans for next year:
● Before this year, both STAR and TNS contributed to Cheryl’s salary. STAR let Cheryl know
at the end of last year that they could not contribute any longer. Due to lateness of
news, DOE agreed to pay for STAR’s portion. Cheryl was excessed, 50% DOE and 50%
TNS. DOE may no longer pay 50% to Cheryl. TNS is committed to the library and Cheryl
but what will it look like if the DOE does not pay? Cheryl presented the history of the
situation and how it currently lies.

● We should not underestimate the opportunity to have a shared space between two very
different schools. In a shared space, that the districts expects to cohabitate, a unilateral
taking off the line for library does not support that expectation.
● Dyanthe will consider these new ideas: library committee and bringing in the
superintendent. First, Darlene needs to confirm that the DOE will not fund 50%.
-Differentiation Survey:
● Keep the five different parts. Leave off the question about tools. Add the introduction.
The last question is most important. Let's highlight successes and challenges.

-Information Literacy (technology in the classroom)
● 4/5s feels like a huge opening into this conversation for students but not yet in 2/3s.
Structurally how can we address this? TNS seems to be chasing the problem as opposed
to early intervention that builds through grades.
● Can we structure conversation with the library? Introduce at the beginning of the year
with a visit to the library. Staff can discuss this with the 4/5s and bring back that
conversation to the SLT. First 6 weeks of school could be a time to scaffold this.
● This can be added to the CPE in order to add the ideas to the function of the school. And
the PD committee could work to connect with Cheryl and communicate better between
classrooms and grade bands.
● It is good that it lives with Cheryl. Great resource for collaboration.

-Literacy at TNS:
● Three documents were shared surrounding Literacy at TNS.
● Literacy letter was confusing. Other documents were clear.
● Dyanthe will create a document with columns for comments.
● Mid-march goal to disseminate.

-New Business
● DOE looks at CPE 2x/year... revisions need to be made
● Creating the CPE for next year needs to start now.
-Next Meeting Agenda:
Literacy Documents, Library Update, Differentiation Survey, CPE work
——————————————————————
3 January 2019
School Leadership Team meeting
Attending: Akeela, Peter, Shannon (secretary), Noemi, Mara, Dyanthe, Elinor (until 9A), Matt,
Emily (until 9a), Chelsea, Lindsey (chair)
Parent Visitor: Jenny Ulloa
Today’s Agenda:
Solidifying Agendas & Meeting Minutes Posted
❏ Secretary will clean up the minutes and post to SLT for approval by Monday. And
a summary will be posted on the TNS website that week.
Looking over the survey for teachers written by Differentiation Small Group
❏ For measurement, the more specific the better. If left open the response will be
open.
❏ The tools portion could be broken down. We can also follow up, if necessary.
❏ Leaving it open could highlight patterns where many could talk a lot about one
but not others. This is to just broaden the understanding as a group. Short and
simple is manageable on both ends.
❏ Let’s use Monday business time for explaining it and administering on Feb 4th
being careful to make teachers feel supported not interrogated. We can remind
the teachers about what was asked and answered in the School Quality Guide.
❏ Akeela will create the Google Survey.
Literacy at TNS in response to parent turn-out at SLT and Morning Hour
❏ Being mindful of TNS approaches and values, looking at how Balanced Literacy
can reach every child.

❏ Is this a miscommunication piece or are parents grasping at something that is not
based on lack of communication?
❏ Discussion of reformatting Conferences (Parent vs. Family and timing) and
Written Reports (adding checklists and/or continuums). Being more direct around
each child’s challenges.
Community Day
❏ Always lived with SLT. Making the building better. We are not a Title I school so
we rely on families to make the school beautiful and useful. Last year it didn't
happen. Do we want one this year? Should it be the pest problem or leave that to
the DOE? We could do follow up cleaning. It's a question for teachers. They will
be in the building. They all have different levels of comfortability. It can be
whenever we decide.
❏ Put in business to ask teachers needs.
❏ Doing one each year or pushing one to early next year?
❏ DOE exterminator worked in 3 star rooms and 4 TNS rooms over winter break.
❏ Encouraging teachers to know that classrooms closing up holes makes a
problem in another room that is not closed up.
❏ It is school wide. Leaky sinks are a water source for the roaches, as well. The
PTA room needs a lot of help, too

